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Philip Davenport’s new book-length poem APPEAL IN AIR is in the form of a 
spreadsheet that adds together a suicide, a list of bird-names and a valedictory roll-call of 
poets. 
 
By using an accounting tool for an anatomy of sadness, the poem questions the way that 
we place value in our own lives. Who gets overlooked, what is unheard, what’s too loud?   
 
The poem begins with a pile-up of noise, urban overload, into which is inserted the story 
of “A”, a true story of a suicide, verbatim from an overheard conversation. “… a thought 
lost in noise sold as music…” The poem drowns in random information, out of which 
come soaring flights of birds – first in tiny letters, then in flurries of word/birds that fill 
the page. The final section leaves us in the big wilderness spaces of the air.  
 
“ringin beyond yr ears/blackbirds in London/starlings of Manchester/stitch th blue 
postcodes of th sky…” 
 
Davenport’s debut was published by seminal avant-garde press Writers Forum in 1999; 
his porn/poems written on apples were shown at the 2004 Liverpool Biennial. His work 
has been variously billposted and exhibited throughout Europe and in China. Davenport 
curated the largest survey exhibition of Bob Cobbing’s work for  Bury Text Festival in 
2005 and the first posthumous gallery exhibition of Ian Hamilton Finlay’s work in 2006. 
He often collaborates with other artists and writer, including Ben Gwilliam, Lee 
Patterson, Tom Jenks.  His current sequence of spreadsheet poems have been exhibited 
in the Henry Moore Institute and will be shown at Turnpike gallery this April.   
 
APPEAL IN AIR is published by Knives Forks and Spoons press, UK whose list 
includes many of the leading British avant-garde poets, particularly visual poets. 
 
APPEAL IN AIR  
isbn 978-1-907812-77-4 
£12-00  
www.knivesforksand spoonspress.co.uk 
 
Further information contact: 
 
theknivesforksandspoonspress@hotmail.com 
philipjohndavenport@hotmail.com 
 
The book can be ordered online at this weblink: 
https://www.paypal.com/uk/cgi-
bin/webscr?cmd=_flow&SESSION=5Q9Ugrd3Wvn7vSbfsSyqFOmU-
XK35Un6hSkhTk-
OhMaWtG5gwpZStLK5NCW&dispatch=50a222a57771920b6a3d7b606239e4d529b
525e0b7e69bf0224adecfb0124e9b61f737ba21b081982c6ea0c3af0b8ad315dd45f3fe2ad
43b 
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